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Continuous wavelet transforms associated with the spherical Radon transform
R f on the n-dimensional unit sphere S n , n ¢ 2, are introduced. It is assumed
that f ˆ Lp(S n) or f ˆ C(S n) . For the operator R and for its inverse R01
explicit representations are given in the wavelet form. As a consequence we
obtain the characterization of the range of R . q 1998 Academic Press
I. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
The wavelet analysis has proved to be a useful tool for investigation of various
operators arising in applications (see, e.g., [8, 27, 30]) . Continuous wavelet transforms
can be defined by using square integrable group representations and associated with
groups of transformations [20, 22, 27]. Recent investigations [37] show that one can
introduce continuous wavelet transforms in another way and associate them with
analytic families of operators. For example, the usual wavelet transform of a function
f on R n is defined by (W f )(x , t)  t0n *
R
n f ( y)u((x 0 y) / t)dy , t  0, where u is
a radial ‘‘mother wavelet.’’ This transform can be associated with the analytic family
of Riesz potentials
(Iaf )(x)  2
0aG((n 0 a) /2)
p n /2G(a /2) *Rn
f ( y)dy
x 0 yn0a , 0  Re a  n , x ˆ R
n
.
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Namely,
(Iaf )(x)  *
`
0
ta01(W f )(x , t)dt , (1.1)
up to a constant multiple depending on u . For sufficiently nice wavelet function u ,
formula (1.1) can be extended analytically to all a ˆ C. The case a  0 in (1.1)
corresponds to the well-known Caldero´n reproducing formula [10]. Another example
is connected with the similar operator family
(IaS f )(x)  2
0aG((n 0 a) /2)
p n /2G(a /2) *Sn
w(y)dy
x 0 yn0a , 0  Re a  n , x ˆ S
n
,
on the unit sphere S n , R n/1 with the usual surface measure dy . This family gives
rise to the spherical wavelet transform [37, Section 34]
(WS f )(x , t)  1
t n /2 *Sn f ( y)£S1 0 xyt Ddy ,
x ˆ S n , t  0, xy  x1y1 / rrr / xn/1yn/1 , for which f  *`0 (WS f )(x , t)dt / t
( the spherical analog of the Caldero´n reproducing formula) . The validity of reproduc-
ing formulas in terms of the transforms W, WS is a consequence of the fact that the
identity operator is a member of the corresponding operator families Ia , IaS ( to see
this it suffices to write Iaf and IaS f in terms of the corresponding Fourier transforms).
The construction of the mentioned wavelet transforms is directly connected with the
character of the singularity of the kernels of integral operators Ia , IaS . Owing to this
fact continuous wavelet transforms serve as a tool of regularization leading to explicit
representations of the from (1.1) .
In the past few years a number of papers appeared that are devoted to the application
of wavelet transforms to inversion of the Radon transform in R n [4, 26, 38–40, 48].
In the present article, following the philosophy described above, we develop a wavelet
approach to the inversion problem for the spherical Radon transform
(R f )(x)  1
S n01 *xy0 f ( y)ds(y) , x ˆ S
n
, (1.2)
where ds(y ) designates the natural Lebesgue measure on the section S n >
{ y : xy  0} .
Owing to numerous applications, this transform was studied (using other tools) by
different authors [11–14, 19, 21, 23–25, 29, 44, 45, 47]. In [16, 17] the spherical
Radon transform R was applied to geometrical problems for convex bodies. The
operator (1.2) arises in spherical tomography [15, 36] and in seismology [2, 3] . In
this connection the inversion of R was studied in [7] in the context of the theory of
ill-posed problems.
Following [47] we treat (1.2) in the framework of a suitable operator family (see
Section 2). In contrast to Ia and IaS this family does not contain the identity, and
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therefore for associated wavelet transforms there is no direct analogue of the Caldero´n
reproducing formula. Instead of this, one can ‘‘reproduce’’ the Radon transform R f
(see Theorem 1.2 below). We give a simple explicit inversion formula for R f which
works for f ˆ Lp(S n) , 1 ¡ p  ` , and for continuous functions on S n . This formula
is new and written in terms of the relevant continuous wavelet transform involving
the admissible zonal ‘‘mother wavelet.’’ The class of these wavelets is very large.
We also give the characterization of the range R(Lp(S n)) .
In connection with the subject of the article one should mention the papers [1, 34,
35] in which the notion of the spherical Radon transform has another meaning. Note
also that the methodology developed below is applicable to explicit inversion (in the
wavelet form) of the totally geodesic Radon transform on the Lobachevsky space [5] .
Let us state the main results. For f ˆ L 1(S n) the continuous wavelet transform,
associated with the spherical Radon transform, is defined by
(W f )(x , t)  1
t *Sn f ( y)wSxyt Ddy , x ˆ S n , t  0,
where w is a sufficiently nice ‘‘wavelet function’’ on R/ . In the following throughout
the paper we use the convention L`(S n)  C(S n) .
THEOREM 1.1. Let
*
`
0
s jw(s)ds  0 for all j  0, 2, 4, . . . , 2[(n 0 1)/2] , (1.3)
*
`
1
sbw(s)ds  ` for some b  n 0 1. (1.4)
If w  Rf, where f is an even function belonging to Lp(S n) , 1 ¡ p ¡ ` , then
*
`
0
(W w)(x , t)
t n
dt  lim
er0
*
`
e
(W w)(x , t)
t n
dt  cn f ( x) , (1.5)
where
cn 
2p (n01) /2GS1 0 n2 D *
`
0
sn01w(s)ds if n is even,
4p (n01) /2 (01) (n/1) /2
( (n 0 1)/2)! *
`
0
sn01w(s) log s ds if n is odd.
(1.6)
The limit in ( 1.5 ) is understood in the L p-norm and in the ‘‘almost every-
where’’ sense.
The next statement contains an analogue of the Caldero´n reproducing formula for
the spherical Radon transform.
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THEOREM 1.2. Let
*
`
0
w(s)ds  0, *
`
0
w(s) log sds  ` . (1.7)
If f ˆ Lp(S n) , 1 ¡ p ¡ ` (we recall that L`(S n) is identified with C(S n)) , then
*
`
0
(W f )(x , t)
t
dt  lim
(Lp )
er0
*
`
e
(W f )(x , t)
t
dt  c *n (R f )(x) , (1.8)
where
c *n  4p
n /2
G(n /2) *
`
0
w(s) log 1
s
ds . (1.9)
Remark 1.3. An analog of Theorem 1.2 with the a.e. convergence in (1.8) is also
valid provided that w(s) satisfies some additional conditions. The proof of this state-
ment is rather technical and can be found in [41].
The following theorem gives the characterization of the range R(Lp(S n)) .
THEOREM 1.4. Let w satisfy (1.3) and (1.4) , w ˆ Lp(S n) , 1 ¡ p ¡ ` . Assume
that cn x 0 (see (1.6)) . The following statements are equivalent:
(a) w ˆ R(Lp(S n));
(b) the integrals (Jew)(x)  *`e (W w)(x, t)dt / t n converge in the Lp-norm.
If 1  p  ` , then (a) and (b) are equivalent to
(c) sup
e0
\Jew\p  ` .
Remark 1.5. In connection with Theorem 1.4 one may ask the following question:
is it possible to characterize the range R(Lp(S n)) in terms of the Sobolev spaces
Lpa(S n)? The answer to this question is negative for p x 2. More precisely, for the
corresponding subsets of even functions,
Lpd,even (S n) , R(Lpeven (S n)) , Lpg,even (S n) , (1.11)
where d  (n 0 1)/2 / 1/p 0 1/2(n 0 1), g  (n 0 1)/2 0 1/p 0 1/2(n 0
1), 1  p  ` . These embeddings are sharp in the sense that d cannot be reduced
and g cannot be enlarged. The proof of (1.11) is based on the results from [28] and
can be found in [41] (concerning the right embedding; see also [46, 47]) .
EXAMPLE 1.6. As an example of the wavelet function w(s) , which serves all n
¢ 2 and satisfies (1.3) , (1.4) with cn x 0, one can pick up
w(s)  s exp(0log2s)sin(p log s)
(cf. [37, p. 140]). This function is infinitely smooth and decreases rapidly as s r 0, ` .
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The Mellin transformation of w has the form
*
`
0
s z01w(s)ds  p 1/2exp(((z / 1)2 0 p) /4)cos(pz /2)
(see [18, 4.133(1)]) and, therefore, all even moments of w are zero. Furthermore,
cn  2p
n /2/1
G((n / 1)/2) expS (n / 1)
2 0 p
4 D for all n ¢ 2.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains necessary preliminaries. In
Sections 3–5 we prove the main results.
Notation. Z/ is the set of all nonnegative integers; [a] is the integer part of the
real number a . In the following sn  S n  2p (n/1) /2 /G((n / 1)/2) is the surface
area of S n(, R n/1) , n ¢ 2; {Yj,k(x)} denotes the orthonormal basis of spherical
harmonics on S n , j ˆ Z/ ; k  1, 2, . . . , dn( j) , where dn( j) is the dimension of the
subspace of spherical harmonics of degree j . The notation Lp  Lp(S n) , C  C(S n)
is standard. For each f ˆ L 1 one can write the expansion f  (
j,k
fj,kYj,k , where fj,k are
the Fourier–Laplace coefficients of f . The detailed information about spherical har-
monics can be found, e.g., in [6, 31, 32]. We denote ( f , c)  *
S
n f ( x)c(x)dx . The
abbreviation ‘‘'’’ is used instead of ‘‘¡’’ if the latter holds up to a nonessential
constant factor.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Our approach is based on the observation that the spherical Radon transform (1.2)
can be regarded (up to a constant multiple) as a member of the analytic operator
family
(Taf )(x)  gn ,a *
S
n
xya01 f ( y)dy ,
gn ,a  2
01p0n /2G((1 0 a) /2)
G(a /2) , Re a  0, a x 1, 3, 5, rrr (2.1)
(see, e.g., [47]) . This becomes clear if we take into account the following expansions
in spherical harmonics,
Taf  ∑
j,k
cj,a fj,kYj,k , R f  G(n /2)
p 1/2
∑
j,k
cj,0 fj,kYj,k , (2.2)
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where f  (
j,k
fj,kYj,k ,
cj,a 
(01) j /2 G( j /2 / (1 0 a) /2)
G( j /2 / (n / a) /2) , if j is even,
0, if j is odd,
cj,0  cj,aa0 . (2.3)
The relations (2.2) , (2.3) can be easily checked by using the Funk–Hecke formula
(see, e.g., [31, 42]) and the formula 2.21.2(5) from [33]. Thus,
R f  p01/2G(n /2)T 0 f (2.4)
(at least for f ˆ C`) .
Another important observation is that the decomposition Taf  (
j,k
cj,a fj,kYj,k enables
us to extend Taf to Re a ¡ 0, and
(Ta)01 f  T 10n0af (2.5)
for f ˆ C` even. It follows that for such f the inverse of R can be written in the
form
f  R01w  (p 1/2 /G(n /2))T 10nw, w  R f . (2.6)
In order to extend this formula to f ˆ Lp we have to find an appropriate ‘‘nice’’
representation for T 10nw. The following heuristic argument leads us to the required
representation. Let first Re a  0 and write xya01 in the form
xya01  1
ca,w
*
`
0
wSxyt D dtt 20a , ca,w  *
`
0
w(s) ds
sa
, xy x 0,
where w is an arbitrary function on R/ such that *
`
0 w(s)s0Re ads  ` and ca,w x
0. Then interchange of the order of integration yields
(Taf )(x)  gn ,a
ca ,w
*
`
0
(W f )(x , t) dt
t 10a
, (W f )(x , t)  1
t *Sn f ( y)wSxyt Ddy .
If w(s) has a suitable number of vanishing moments, then (W f )(x , t) serves as a
continuous wavelet transform, and it is natural to conjecture that the above representa-
tion of Taf works for Re a ¡ 0 as well. In particular, by taking into account (2.5) ,
one can expect the validity of the formulae
(R f )(x)  c1 *
`
0
(W f )(x , t) dt
t
, (R01w)(x)  c2 *
`
0
(W w)(x , t) dt
tn
(2.7)
with suitable constants c1 , c2 .
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In order to justify (2.7) we need some auxilary facts from the harmonic analysis
on S n . Let
(Mt f )(x)  (1 0 t
2) (10n ) /2
sn01
*
xyt
f ( y)ds(y) , t ˆ (01, 1) , (2.8)
be the mean value of f on the planar section of S n by the hyperplane xy  t . Clearly,
Mt f  R f for t  0. For convenience of the reader we recall some basic properties
of the operator Mt which can be found in [6, 42].
LEMMA 2.1. (a) \Mt f \p ¡ \ f \p for f ˆ Lp , 1 ¡ p ¡ ` . (2.9)
(b) For a spherical harmonic Yj( x) of degree j,
(MtYj)(x)  Hj( t)Yj( x) , (2.10)
where Hj( t)  S1/S j / n 0 2j DDC (n01) /2j ( t) , C (n01) /2j ( t) are the Gegenbauer poly-
nomials for n ¢ 2 ( for n  1 , Hj( t) are the Tchebysheff polynomials) . Moreover,
Hj( t) ¡ 1, Hj(1)  1, Hj(0) 
(01) j /2G(( j / 1)/2)G(n /2)
p 1/2G(( j / n) /2) for j even
0 for j odd.
(2.11)
(c) If f ˆ Lp, 1 ¡ p  ` , then Mt f r f as t r 1 in the Lp-norm. If f ˆ C, then
lim
tr1
Mt f  f uniformly on S n .
The next auxiliary statement is concerned with the maximal estimate for spherical
convolutions of the form
(Ke f )(x)  *
S
n
ke( xy) f ( y)dy , ke(t)  (1 0 t
2) 10n /2
e
kS1 0 t 2e D , e  0.
We denote (K* f )(x)  sup
e0
(Kef )(x).
LEMMA 2.2. Let f be an even measurable function on S n . If k(s) has a decreasing
integrable majorant, then K* f ¡ cf * , c  const , where f *(x) is the Hardy–Lit-
tlewood maximal function on S n defined by
f *(x)  sup
tˆ (01,1)
1
st(x) *st(x ) f ( y)dy , st(x)  {y ˆ S
n :xy  t}.
Proof. By making use of the formula
*
S
n
a(xy) f ( y)dy  sn01 *
1
01
a(t)(Mtf )(x)(1 0 t 2) n /201dt (2.12)
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(see, e.g., [42, p. 183]) , for fixed x ˆ S n we have
Ke f  sn01
e *
1
01
kS1 0 t 2e DMtfdt  *
`
0
k(s)u(1 0 es)ds ,
where u( t)  sn01x (0,1) ( t) t01/2M√t f , x (0,1) ( t)  1 for t ˆ (0, 1) , and x (0,1) ( t)  0
otherwise. Let r(h)  h01 *110h u( t)dt . Then
K* f ¡ const sup
0h¡1
r(h) . (2.13)
Put £( t)  sn01 *1t (1 0 s) n /201s01/2M√s f ds and write £( t) in the form
£( t)  2sn01 *
1
√
t
(1 0 t 2) n /201Mt f dt  2 *
s√t(x )
f ( y)dy .
Since
s√t(x)  *
s√t(x )
dy  sn01 *
1
√
t
(1 0 t 2) n /201Mt1dt
 cn *
1
√
t
(1 0 t 2) n /201dt ' (1 0 t) n /2 ,
then £( t) ' (1 0 t) n /2 f *, and integration by parts yields
r(h) ¡ sn01
h *
h
10h
t01/2M√t f dt  0 1h *
1
10h
(1 0 t)10n /2d£( t)
 h0n /2£(1 0 h) / n /2 0 1
h *
1
10h
£( t)(1 0 t)0n /2dt ' f *.
By (2.13) this implies the required result. j
In the following we deal with the Riemann–Liouville fractional integrals
(Ia0/c)( t) 1
G(a) *
t
0
c(t)dt
( t0 t)10a , (I
a
10c)( t) 1
G(a) *
1
t
c(t)dt
(t0 t)10a , Re a 0,
(2.14)
the numerous properties of which can be found in [37, 43]. It is important to emphasize
the crucial role of such integrals in the inversion procedure for Radon transforms of
different kinds. The following statement, which intertwines the operators Mt and R
with the fractional integration operator I (n01) /210 , is in fact not new. Some variants of
this statement obtained by different ways can be found in [12] (for n  2), [24] (for
n ¢ 2), [17] (for zonal functions, n ¢ 2).
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LEMMA 2.3. If f ˆ L 1 , f is even and 0  t  1 , then
(1 0 t 2) n /201MtR f  G(n /2)
p 1/2
(I (n01) /210 g)(t 2) , g(t)  1√
1 0 t M
√
10t f . (2.15)
Proof. By (2.9) the operators in both sides of (2.15) are bounded in L 1 , and
therefore it suffices to check (2.15) on spherical harmonics. This can be easily done
by using (2.10), (2.11), and the formula 2.21.2(7) from [33]. j
We will need the following property of fractional integrals.
LEMMA 2.4. Let a*  Re a  0 ,
*
`
0
s jc(s)ds  0 for all j  0, 1, . . . , [a*] , (2.16)
*
`
0
sbc(s)ds  ` for some b  a*. (2.17)
Then
(I 1/a0/ c)(s)HO(sa=) , if 0 s¡ 1,O(sg) , g a*0min(1/ [a*] , b) 0, if s 1. (2.18)
Furthermore,
*
`
0
(I 1/a0/ c)(s) ds
s

G(0a) *
`
0
sac(s)ds , if a /ˆ N,
(01)a/1
a! *
`
0
sac(s) log s ds , if a ˆ N.
(2.19)
Proof. The first relation in (2.18) is trivial. The second one can be proved as
follows. Put m  [a*] . Then for s  1,
(I 1/a0/ c)(s)  s
a
G(1 / a) *
s
0
S1 0 r
s
Dac(r)dr
 s
a
G(1 / a) F∑
m
j0
Saj DAj(s) / B(s)G ,
Aj(s)  (0s)0 j *
s
0
r jc(r)dr ,
B(s)  s0m01 *
s
0
F ∑`
jm/1
(01) jSaj D S rsD
j0m01Grm/1c(r)dr .
By (2.16), (2.17), Aj(s)  s0 j*`s r jc(r)dr  O(s0b) . If m / 1 ¡ b, then
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B(s) is majorized (up to the constant multiple) by s0m01 *s0 rm/1c(r)dr 
O(s0m01) . If m / 1  b, then similarly,
B(s) ' s0b *
s
0
S ∑`
jm/1
ZSaj DZ S rsD
j0bDrbc(r)dr  O(s0b) .
This gives (2.18).
Let us prove (2.19). By (2.18) the integrand in the left-hand side of (2.19) belongs
to L 1(R/) , and therefore, it suffices to find the limit J0  lim
tr/0
J( t) , where J( t) 
*`0 e
0ts(I 1/a0/ c)(s)ds /s . By changing the order of integration and making use of the
formula 3.383(9) from [18] we get
J( t)  *
`
t
d£
£a/1 *
`
0
e0r£c(r)dr
and therefore
J0  *
`
0
d£
£a/1 *
`
0
e0r£c(r)dr .
By (2.16),
J0  *
`
0
d£
£a/1 *
`
0
Fe0r£ 0 ∑m
j0
(0r£) j
j! Gc(r)dr
 *
`
0
c(r)dr *
`
0
Fe0r£ 0 ∑m
j0
(0r£) j
j! G d££a/1 ,
and integration by parts yields (2.19). j
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
Let w  R f , f ˆ Lp , 1 ¡ p ¡ ` , g(u)  (1 0 u)01/2M√10u f . We first show that
W w  2p (n01) /2t n03 *
`
0
g(u)h(u / t 2)du , (3.1)
h  I (n01) /20/ w1 , w1(h)  h01/2w(
√
h) , h ˆ L 1(R/) . (3.2)
Indeed, by (2.12), (2.15),
W w  2sn01
t *
1
0
(1 0 t 2) n /201wStt DMtwdt
 2sn01G(n /2)
p 1/2G((n 0 1)/2) *
1/ t
0
w(s)ds *
1
t2s2
g(u)(u 0 t 2s 2) (n03) /2du
 2p
(n01) /2t n01
G((n 0 1)/2) *
1/ t2
0
g( t 2j)dj *
j
0
(j 0 h) (n03) /2w(
√
h) dh√
h
which gives (3.1) . The relation h ˆ L 1(R/) holds by Lemma 4.12 from [37].
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On the next step we denote
l(s)  s01(I (n/1) /20/ w1)(s) , Le(t)  G(n /2)2p 1/2
(1 0 t 2) 10n /2
e 2
lS1 0 t 2e 2 D , (3.3)
(Le f )(x)  *
S
n
Le( xy) f ( y)dy , (3.4)
and prove the equality
Jew 
def
*
`
e
(W w)(x , t) dt
tn
 Le f . (3.5)
Using (3.1) and changing the order of integration we get
Jew  2p (n01) /2 *
1
0
g(u)du *
`
e
hS ut 2D dtt 3  p (n01) /2 *
1/e2
0
l(s)g(e 2s)ds
 p (n01) /2 *
1/e2
0
l(s)(1 0 e 2s)01/2M√10e2s f ds
 p
(n01) /2
e 2 *
1
01
lS1 0 t 2e 2 DMtfdt 
(2.12)
Le f . (3.6)
To complete the proof it remains to show that Le f r cn f as e r 0 in the required
sense. For this purpose one can use standard machinery of approximation for the
identity. We note that for each spherical harmonic Yj of even degree j ,
lim
er0
LeYj  cnYj , (3.7)
cn being the constant (1.6) . Indeed, let Le f  (
j,k
lj,e fj,kYj,k . Then
lj,e  sn01 *
1
01
(1 0 t 2) n /201Hj(t)Le(t)dt
 p (n01) /2 *
1/e2
0
l(s)Hj(
√
1 0 e 2s) ds√
1 0 e 2s r p
(n01) /2 *
`
0
l(s)ds as e r 0.
By (2.19) this constant coincides with that in (1.6) .
Furthermore, by (2.9) and (2.18) (with a  (n 0 1)/2, c  w1) from (3.6) we
obtain
\Le f \p ¡ p (n01) /2 S*1/2e2
0
/ *
1/e2
1/2e2
Dl(s)(1 0 e 2s)01/2ds
' \ f \pS \l\1 / *1/e2
1/2e2
sg(1 0 e 2s)01/2dsD ' \ f \p . (3.8)
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This estimate is uniform in e, e.g. for e ¡ 1. Since the set of all spherical harmonics
is dense in Lp(S n) , then (3.7) and (3.8) yield limer0 \Le f 0 cn f \p  0.
In order to show that (Le f )(x) converges to cn f ( x) for almost all x ˆ S n we note
that by Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.2, supe0Le f  ' f *. The last inequality, together
with (3.7) , implies the required result (cf. [37, p. 364], where the a.e. convergence
has been proved in a close situation). j
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2
By using (2.12) and changing the order of integration we have
*
`
e
(W f )(x , t)
t
dt  sn01 *
1
01
(1 0 t 2) n /201Mtfdt *
`
e
wStt D dtt 2 .
This gives
*
`
e
(W f )(x , t)
t
dt  sn01 *
t1/e
(1 0 e 2t 2) n /201k( t)Met f dt , (3.9)
where k( t)  t01 *t0 w(s)ds . By (1.7) , k ˆ L 1(R) and *R k( t)dt  2 *
`
0
w(s) log(1/s)ds (a simple proof of this assertion can be found in [37, p. 190]) .
Owing to Lemma 2.1 one can pass to the limit in (3.9) in the Lp-norm as e r 0, and
the required result follows. j
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4
The implication (a) c (b) follows by Theorem 1.1. The implication (a) c (c)
follows from (3.7) and (2.9) . Let us prove ‘‘(b) c (a) .’’ Assume that lim
er0
Jew 
f0 in the Lp-norm. Then
R f0  RS lim(Lp )
er0
JewD  lim(Lp )
er0
RJew  lim
(Lp )
er0
JeRw  cnw
( the last equality holds by Theorem 1.1). Let us prove ‘‘(c) c (a) .’’ Since the unit
ball in the space dual to a Banach space is compact in the weak* topology, then, by
(c) , there is a sequence ek r 0 and a function f1 ˆ Lp such that lim
ekr0
(Jekw, c)  ( f1 ,
c) ∀c ˆ Lp = . Hence (R f1 , c)  ( f1 , Rc)  lim
ekr0
(Jekw, Rc)  lim
ekr0
(w, Jek Rc) , and
by Theorem 1.1 we have (R f1 , c)  cn(w, c) . It follows that w  c01n f1 . j
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